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hi i am attempting to get miopocket 4.0 on my magellan roadmate 1430 (also a
roadmate series) and am seeing a lot of errors. i have this gps and a handheld
siemens concerto and can operate them just fine. i am attempting to get the

magellan to work and following the instructions found at http://mipocket.com/ i
have downloaded the latest release and completed the process as described on the
site and the unit still will not work. i have received many updates at this site to try

to get the unit to work. i am using a magellan roadmate 1430 (aka, roadmate 769a)
which has an embedded processor. i have downloaded and installed the beta

version of magellan viewpilot 2000 (blah blah beta blah) which is compatible with
this device and can unlock the device. i am attempting to follow the instructions

found on the site below. i have an older version of the magellan and have 4.0
miopocket and need to replace the self destructing sd card with a fresh one. i have

the magellan locked to gpsport, the original unlock program. i have the newest
version of miopocket downloaded and unpack the files. do i install the sd card or do
i install the cd? hi, i have a somewhat older style magellan. i have modified the i.d.
of the computer memory chip in the device and have added a micro sd card drive
and installed miopocket on it. i then went into magellan and set the unit as id 0

(newer models) or id 1 (older models). i can now navigate in the magellan as if it
were a gps. i have a magellan gps. i have modified the i.d. of the computer memory
chip in the device and have added a micro sd card drive and installed miopocket on

it. i then went into magellan and set the unit as id 1 (older models). i can now
navigate in the magellan as if it were a gps.
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ive tried the sd card install for
years in another version of

miopocket ( as you said it was a
piece of cake) but the problem is
that the sd card size is limited to

60mb, but with the new
miopocket 4.0 release it is

300mb. i tried to install the sd
card but it still doesn't install like
previously. it just keeps asking
me to insert the sd card after

about 5 minutes. i tried to restart
the system it still failed.. my

magellan rt 1430 unit still does
not work. i need someone to
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help me hi this is my problem
like the version 3.61 miopocket

release i try to install the
microsd but i can't cuz of the

size 80mb and i tried everything
but i cant't so please let me
know the solution and any

software to make it works. best
regards i have an alvas turbo

that i use as a wristwatch and it
has only partial functionality. i
just turn it on with a wrist-flick

and it boots (this is in the menu),
i can navigate as well as update
the map and change the default

home location. i have root
access so i can read the file
structure. i tried removing
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miopocket and installing mio and
then the full mio pocket but that
did not work. i then uninstalled

mio and then installed mio
pocket again. that worked a

treat and allows me to access
the data. if anyone can help with

the turbo please get in touch.
paul. install manually. remove
previous version. backup your
miopocket folder. install this
version, overwrite miopocket
folders. reboot (and let the
miopocket program work).
remove the old miopocket

folders manually. miopocket 64
is the latest release of

miopocket. it is version 64. it
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should work with all navigon
models up to and including the
navigon 2005. i have not tested
the model 2000 but the 2000

works fine if you install the latest
build and follow the standard

installation guide. i have loaded
the current version with my

navigon 2000 and miopocket
works flawlessly. you can also
install it on a lexmark sc5000

and it will work too. 5ec8ef588b
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